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OUR MISSION
Created and presented by experienced,

passionate and engaging educators with

a proven track record of success,

Enlighten Education is a for-profit social

impact business.  

Our programs have proven to help

teenage girls to decode the mixed

messages they receive and support them

to develop self-esteem and a positive

mindset. 

Our mission is to work with every

intermediate and secondary school in

New Zealand to support girls aged 11-18

by providing up to the minute thinking on

how they can best challenge perceptions

and stereotypes by encouraging them to

think more critically.

CONTACT DETAILS
Email: vicky@enlighteneducation.com 
Mobile: +64 21 764 255
Website: www.enlighteneducation.com
Facebook: Enlighten Education 
Instagram: @enlighteneducationofficial

MEET THE TEAM
Enlighten Education's founder, Dannielle

Miller, is an advocate for teens. Having

been a media commentator, columnist

and award winning author in this area

for many years, she has also been

awarded leadership and advocacy

awards for her work. 

Vicky Pond Dunlop brought the Enlighten

vision back to New Zealand in early 2019

as it was the perfect vehicle for

supporting teen girls**. Vicky is equally

focused on advocating for teen girls and

is a regular speaker at conferences on

developing leader identity and positive

ABOUT US

INCLUSIVITY

**Enlighten Education is proud to be

inclusive to transgender and non-binary

young people. This includes girls, non-

binary people, and transgender young

people. Our programs use inclusive

language and we welcome young people

to share their needs (such as pronouns)

with us. 

mindset in young women, and also as a

media contributor as a subject matter

expert on teen girls' issues.

Dannielle Miller

Founder 

Enlighten Education

Vicky Pond Dunlop

NZ Program Director

Enlighten Education
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Q: What do girls say about what are the

most pressing issues?
 

 

“The fact that since we spend so much of

our time online we constantly compare

ourselves to others. We feel that we need

to look a certain way or act a specific

way, to gain acceptance from others”

– STUDENT, age 15

 

“Expectations. The expectation to be the

best at all times… all of this pressure effects 

kids greatly.”

- STUDENT, age 15

 

"Many young people described feeling

under pressure due to high expectations from

parents, teachers, peers and society in general. 

A sense of not measuring up, or not fitting in, 

was widespread, and some said bullying 

was a major issue. "

- STUDENT, age 15 

 

 

Reference: Youth19. A Youth 2000 Survey: Youth Voice Brief

YOUTH19: A YOUTH 2000 SURVEY
Gathered insights from over 7000 young people. This is the

largest youth survey ever conducted in New Zealand.

YOUTH19 SURVEY
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
“...we need more focus on fostering young people’s

wellbeing at school...”  
Ministry of Education, 2017

 
“Having external providers deliver body programmes
relieves over-burdened teachers and capitalises on

specific expertise." YWCA REPORT 2020
 

Taha Whānau/social 
We facilitate the development of positive, healthy relationships, with self and with

peers. We also teach conflict resolution skills, discuss healthy relationship indicators,

and facilitate meaningful peer affirmation activities. 

 

Taha Tinana/physical
Enlighten days (and our core workshop in particular) encourage girls to see

themselves as a somebody, not just a body. We teach the girls how to respect their

bodies and connect with their personal power. 

 

Taha Hinengaro/mental/emotional
We teach girls how to think, not what to think. We teach stress management

strategies, the value of being in touch with their thoughts and emotions, and the

value of keeping their emotional 'tanks' full.

 

Taha Wairua/spiritual 
We encourage girls to look at ways in which they can give to others, and be forces

for good in their communities. We encourage a reconnection with their inner voice

and personal expression.

Our work is based on four key pillars of wellbeing which

is in alignment with the four pillars of Hauora.

Enlighten Education’s mission is to create and deliver informative,

engaging and affirming in-school workshops that inspire girls to

consider what sort of young person they would like to become, and

support them in making this transition.
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EXPERIENCED EDUCATORS DEVELOPED OUR CONTENT 
We are experienced in working with teen girls. As an organisation, we are a group of

women who have lived experience and who have worked in education, social work,

coaching, performing, facilitating, and teaching. All our content has been expertly

selected and is still evolving as our world changes. 

 

WE LEAVE THE GIRLS INSPIRED AND MOTIVATED
Enlighten days build and maintain focus and energy so the girls leave our workshops

feeling positive, motivated and inspired by what they participated in and learned from

each other and from us. 

 

WE ARE ACTIVE IN BUILDING A MORE EQUITABLE SOCIETY FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN 
Our founder, Danni Miller, has just received the Order of Australia medal for her work with

teen girls and boys and women. We have also won awards for our content and our NZ

director is as a subject matter expert in the experiences of teen girls. She is often called

upon by media to speak about teen issues. 

 
OUR WORK LIVES ON IN THE GIRLS 
The content we deliver stays with the girls long after we have left the school and often

long after they have left the school. We have been approached on the street by ex-pupils

who recognise us and want to thank us for changing how they see themselves and the

world.

We understand you have choice and you want the best for your girls. Our brand

is recognised as being on one of the most trusted to provide a safe, inclusive,

positive space to discuss some of the important issues facing our girls. Their

experience on an Enlighten day will stay with them long after they leave school. 

"FROM THE MOMENT THE GIRLS WALKED  INTO THE HALL, THEY WERE HOOKED IN,

AND STAYED LIKE THAT FOR THE REST OF THE DAY. I WAS SO MOVED WITH THE

GIRLS' COMMENTS IN THE EVALUATIONS. IT SHOWED THEY GOT SO MUCH OUT

OF THE PROGRAM."   SENIOR TEACHER, PAPATOETOE EAST SCHOOL 

WHY CHOOSE ENLIGHTEN? 
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A program tailored to suit your girls, built from

modules including: critically evaluating media

and social messages about having a 'perfect'

body; reconnecting with core values and self

belief lost in adolescence; feminism; fashion

labels and social labelling; stress management;

building healthy friendships and managing

conflict in friendships.

THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT
Full day program 

for years 7-13 (ages 11 to 18)

GIRL ESSENTIALS
Half day program 

for years 7-13 (ages 11 to 18)

A tailored half-day program made up of 

workshops from The Butterfly Effect 

(see above)

All programs are individually tailored to the age group

OUR PROGRAMMES

Iho o hinenga

THE JOURNEY
Full day program 

for years 8-9 (ages 11 to 13)

Equips girls making the transition from

intermediate to secondary school by providing

a survival kit of skills including time

management, prioritising, creating a positive

learning space, stress management as well as 

 successfully making new friendships.

WATCH THIS SPACE! Our Enlighten team are always thinking up new and innovative ways to

present our content. Be sure to keep an eye out for our new workshops launching in 2022.  
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HOW WE WORK

FULL DAY

$45 incl. GST per student

1 core workshop 

 3 supplementry workshops

CORE WORKSHOPS
 

Love the skin you are in 

Negative stereotyping, sexism, media images, the fixation on being thin - these are all

issues today’s girls are facing. In this core workshop we encourage girls to critically

evaluate the messages that bombard them every day and develop strategies that help

them respond intelligently and objectively.

 

Wake up sleeping beauty!

Rediscovering the princess within: Little girls believe they can be whatever they would

like to be, make friends with whoever amuses them, let people know when they are

annoyed, and eat whatever tastes delicious – when did the rules change and why have

we let things become so complex? This core workshop challenges girls to reconnect

with their core values and beliefs and helps them remember just how truly special they

are.

 

SUPPLEMENTARY WORKSHOPS
Real girl power

This powerful workshop explores the questions - do we we really run the world,

Beyonce? What did the Spice Girls really do for 'Girl Power'? How is our power being

diminished and what can we do to be truly empowered? Has fourth wave feminism

changed the women’s movement? We shine a light on these challenges by looking at

the history of feminism and what it really means to be a feminist. Who have been our

change makers? What does empowerment and the “sisterhood” really mean to us 21st-

century girls? 

 

 

HALF DAY

$35 incl. GST per student

1 core workshop 

2 supplementry workshops

Panini iti, putanga nunui Iho o hinenga
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Forever friends

Research tells us that friends are more important to teenagers than their parents or

teachers. How do we make friends? Who should we make friends with? How should

friendships be maintained? How do we decide if a friendship is helping or harming

us? This workshop addresses these issues and equips the girls with the necessary skills

to make safe, important decisions about their friendships.

Chill out

Relaxation, visualisation techniques, massage and more. Learning how to manage

stress effectively is essential for our modern lives. Relying on crutches like the

consumption of alcohol, drugs, vaping and cigarettes or other unhealthy behaviours is

destructive and wasteful. In this workshop we encourage girls to seek balance in their

lives and teach them some skills to achieve it. We also teach skills to help them cope

with exam and assessment pressure to help enhance performance. These strategies

are fun, affordable, and will fit into any girl’s hectic lifestyle.

 

The Princess diaries

Girls create their own journals in which they can reflect and reshape their futures. The

finished journals are beautiful and powerful resources the girls will take away from

the event. All materials are supplied. The workshop, which uses art as therapy, is also

a time for informal conversations about topics that really matter to the girls. 

 

Stop it, I don’t like it

Every girl is concerned about her personal safety. Setting personal boundaries, safe

partying, body autonomy, handling inappropriate text messages, consent, and cyber

safety – these skills are all vital. This workshop focuses on what’s right and what’s not

right and how to tell the difference.

After a day with Enlighten the girls leave with a bag literally filled with

resources to keep - a professional worksheet, affirmation cards, their 21

day Challenge pins and journals. We also have Enlighten social media pages

for the girls, staff and parents to follow that posts regular and relevant positive

content from body positive messages, relatable quotes and articles. This

supports the Enlighten lessons, gives them a sense of like-minded community

and have an ongoing effect on their lives.
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Te Haerenga Hou

Girl World
Friendship rights and responsibilities, making new friends, coping with conflicts... all

of these present big problems for many girls in middle school. This workshop equips

girls with the necessary skills and knowledge to avoid friendship problems and to deal

with any friendship issues resiliently.

What to Pack

Time management, prioritising and creating positive learning spaces are all important

skills for young women to master as they enter high school. This workshop will provide

some practical strategies that will assist them in achieving their academic potential.

The Travel Diary

Journal writing is an effective and emotionally healthy form of stress management.

Keeping a journal can help the girls to learn more about themselves and their place in

the world. In this workshop the girls will have the opportunity to unwind and work

together to create their own artwork, which will be used to embellish their journals.

Stop, Revive, Survive

Stress, pressure, deadlines: just because they’re young doesn’t mean girls don’t suffer

from the effects of a busy lifestyle. This workshop teaches basic stretching and

relaxation activities, including meditation and positive visualisation, which are all

designed to help young girls relax and maintain a positive outlook.

'The Journey' is a full day school program for girls going through times of transition. 

 The course covers everything from stress management to friendship do’s and don’ts.

Using a combination of hands-on and interactive activities we involve the girls in a fun

and informative introduction to secondary school. This program is designed to assist in

the transition from Year 8 into Year 9 and is ideal as part of a school transition

program.

Full Day

Students transitioning from 

intermediate to high school

$48 incl. GST per student 
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"You have been one of the

best speakers we have ever

had, super relatable, funny,

kind and friendly! My favourite

part was the last part about

how your own negative

thoughts can affect how you

outwardly appear and I loved

the circle of compliments as

well! They made me think

harder about myself and my

doubts - it resonated the most

for me! I learnt today to be

comfortable in my own skin,

that I can control how

situations with friends end up,

that we have a lot in common

with others and that we have

to support each other." 

 Annabelle, Student

When we asked students if they would
recommend Enlighten to other students, 

100% said yes!

“"What an incredible day

with the team from

Enlighten Education who

brought the Butterfly Effect

to our Year 7 and 8 girls.

The lessons around

friendships, kindness,

resilience, individuality and

the impact we have on

others, plus so much more,

left all the students inspired

- very lucky to have [the

Enlighten presenter] share

her magic with us." 

Kathryn Gray, Head of
Middle School, St
Margaret's College,
Christchurch.

TESTIMONIALS

"Please keep doing what

you are doing – this is the

best workshop I have ever

been to! I thought today

would be boring but it was

the total opposite! You are

the best speaker I have ever

heard. I have walked out of

this lesson feeling really

good about myself. You

showed me that I am worth

it and that I can believe in

myself." 

Phoebe W, Student

"Thank you so much! 

I love you guys!" 

Margo, Student
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Vicky Pond Dunlop (SHE/HER)

Program Director, Enlighten Education NZ 

Vicky has worked in both the business and education sectors, developing

leadership capability and coaching to develop personal mastery in her

clients. Her work with young women started while being a substitute parent

for a few young women who were struggling in their relationship with their

parents and needed a place to recalibrate, as well as the wealth of

knowledge gained from being a mother of two girls. She has recently

completed academic research on the influence of secondary school on

young women’s aspirations to be leaders, gaining a Dean’s Award for

excellence for her Master’s thesis. 

 

Vicky is an International Coach Federation (ICF) certified transformative

coach. She continues to seek opportunities to support others to develop

strategies to reach their goals. She has a BA in Education and Media,

Master of Educational Leadership and a Graduate Diploma in Psychology,

which fuelled her interest in how young women are influenced by their

social groups, and societal expectations. Vicky is sublimely stoked to bring

Enlighten to New Zealand schools!

Allyson Miller (SHE/HER)

Presenter, Enlighten Education NZ 

Allyson attended Brigham Young University studying human development, and

later gained a Master of Applied Social Work. She began her career as an

educator and youth support worker in the U.S., going on to do study and

volunteer work as an educator in Tonga. From there Allyson joined the Peace

Corps in Samoa, organising and implementing (GLOW) conferences for young

women. After moving to NZ, Allyson worked as an advocate for our homeless

population and more recently for women and children.  Allyson is also a proud

mother of two gorgeous girls. 

 

Allyson brings her love of supporting and developing girls and women

to her role as presenter with Enlighten. She loves using humour  and

connection to support young women to build their confidence,

overcome challenges, and follow their dreams.   “I have a passion for

empowering women and advocating for children. I believe that by

empowering young women with the tools  hey need to take their

rightful place in society, we can truly change the world!”

OUR PEOPLE
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STEPHANIE SHARP (SHE/HER)

Presenter, Enlighten Education NZ 

Steph brings her love of being in front of an audience to her work with

Enlighten. As well as being an experienced actor, she is a qualified and

experienced makeup artist and hairstylist, and a popular tutor, having

worked for major companies such as NZ Opera and the Royal NZ Ballet, as

well as in films and television, music videos and special events. After Steph

qualified as a professional actress for stage and screen, she worked on

many productions across Auckland, including being a founding performer at

children's entertainment venue Whoa Studios.

Having studied A-level psychology at high school, an interest in

developmental psychology followed. This, paired with her own past life

experiences (such as body image, career choice, and confidence), has

inspired her to work with young girls and women through Enlighten

Education. Steph believes it is a true joy to work with the next generation,

and the unique culture that is built within Enlighten workshops means that

both student and presenter leave feeling inspired and educated by one

another.

 

OUR PEOPLE
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email: vicky@enlighteneducation.com 
mobile: +64 21 764 255

 

@enlighteneducationofficial 

Enlighten Education 

www.enlighteneducation.com
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